this paper attempts to demonstrate the properties of the categories of voice and case in Finnish in the light of zabrocki's theory of person. the presented morphosyntactic, syntactic and semantic properties of words taking part in diathesis lead us to formulate sentences (theorems) belonging to the sphere of the postulated grammar of person of this language. In Finnish, particular personal meanings undergo both lexicalization (in the form of appropriate personal pronouns) and grammaticalization (in the form of personal endings). Moreover the Finnish language seems to operate with a collective personal meaning, where three particular communicative statuses do not undergo differentiation. this kind of personal meaning seems to be only grammaticalized in Finnish; it lacks a pronoun lexifying such a collective personal meaning. Because of the high degree of syncretism of the nominative and (endingless) accusative on the one hand and the passive and impersonal voice on the other, Finnish contains significant overlapping between passive structures -where the three personal meanings undergo specification - and impersonal structures - where the three personal meanings undergo unification. notwithstanding, only in sentences of the type Kana on tapettu 'one has killed the hen', 'the hen has been killed' (and with smaller probability Kana tapetaan 'one kills (will kill) the hen', ('the hen is (will be) killed')) do we encounter total ambiguity in respect of the personal meaning semified by the predicate (the collective person vs. third person).
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Robert Bielecki, Institute of linguistics, adam Mickiewicz university, al. niepodległości 4, 1. IntRoDuCtoRY ReMaRkS the categories of both voice and case in Finnish are, because of their specificity, the subject of many descriptions representing a very wide spectrum of approaches. as far as voice is concerned, some linguists assert the dimension of voice (understood as a set of all voice meanings) to be totally irrelevant for Finnish (at least in reference to the finite verb), whereas others propose to distinguish within its framework as many as three different meanings: active, impersonal and passive. the greatest interpretational challenge, however, seems to be not the possibility of the irrelevance of the dimension of voice - which appears to be rather an isolated point of the view - but the determination of the right number of meanings in this dimension. the greatest controversies concern ascribing the appropriate status to the finite verbal forms which do not belong to the active voice. Some linguistic lp liV (1) roBert Bielecki facts give evidence only of the impersonal interpretation, whereas others seem to contradict them in this aspect. In reference to the category of case relevant to voice, actually only three of its subcategories (cases) seem to be traditionally involved: nominative, partitive and accusative. In contemporary Finnish linguistics the conviction prevails that the accusative is no longer necessary for description of the language, because the overwhelming majority of its manifestations have become homophonic with manifestations of other cases: genitive singular or nominative singular and plural, which became harnessed to fulfill the function of the former/virtual accusative. the genitive and nominative in the function of the accusative have however retained their case labels. Such a terminological-notional solution could not remain without consequences for the interpretation of the whole diathetic structure of the Finnish language itself. the author has on many occasions criticized such an approach because of its extreme unilateralism. In this paper too the category of accusative is recognized as relevant for Finnish.
zabrocki's theory, imposing a certain viewpoint on the category of person, seems to introduce a specific order which makes possible somewhat wider introspection into the categories of voice and case in Finnish. In the framework of this theory the category of person is conjoined with other grammatical categories: subject, diathesis, sentence. the considerations presented may represent a contribution to a clearer formulation of the grammar of person in Finnish against a broader linguistic background.
2. the pRoBleM oF the CategoRIeS oF VoICe anD CaSe In FInnISh one of the most characteristic features of the diathetic structure of the Finnish language is the quite extensive phonic neutralization of the semic (i.e. grammatical) and syntactic opposition (cf. Bańczerowski et al. 1982: 276-278) between words belonging to such morphosyntactic categories as: (i) nominative and accusative on the one hand and (ii) passive and impersonal on the other. In order to present this more clearly, we will operate with the following system of sentence paradigms:
'the man kills a hen.' 'the man will kill a hen.'
(2) Mies tappaa hänet.
'the man kills him.' 'the man will kill him.' (10) Kana tapetaan.
'one kills the hen.' 'one will kill the hen.' (11) Hänet tapetaan. the accusative admits the desinential form (i.e. possessing an ending) opposed to the non-desinential (endingless) nominative only in the singular in sentences in which the predicate belongs to the active voice (cf. I (1) Mies tappaa kana/n). In the sentences in which the predicate belongs to the impersonal voice, the accusative singular admits an endingless form phonically equal to the nominative (cf. II (10) Kana/Ø tapetaan) (apart from personal pronouns and the interrogative pronoun kuka 'who'; cf. II (11) Häne/t tapetaan). analogous properties characterize the sentences with imperative mood in the active voice of second person in both numbers (cf. III (19) Tapa kana/Ø, but (20) Tapa häne/t) (GeneTZ 1882: 26-27; keTTunen 1936: 125; seTälä 1952: 48; hAkulinen l. 1979: 98-99) . therefore the presence or absence of the ending in the accusative forms does not seem to be conditioned in the overwhelming majority of cases by the inflectional type of the word in question, like for example in an Indo-european language such as polish, but by the syntactic context in which the word belonging to this case category should occur. the traditional nominal paradigms of the polish language contain one form of the accusative in the appropriate number: (i) the desinential (for example: kur/ę 'hen-acc Sg' ≠ kur/a 'hen-nom Sg') or (ii) non-desinential (for example: gęś/Ø 'goose-acc Sg' = gęś/Ø 'goose-nom Sg'). Most nominal paradigms of Finnish, on the other hand, should contain in the singular two forms of this case in parallel: (i) the desinential (kana/n) and (ii) non-desinential accusative (kana/Ø), which cannot be treated as a morphological alternation sensu stricto. the phonic opposition between the nominative and accusative in polish, which is partially blurred (as for example in gęś/Ø, where acc Sg = nom Sg), seems still to be systematically maintained thanks to such word types as kurę, where the accusative forms take a different ending than the nominative (kur/ę ≠ kur/a). In Finnish the dissolution of the phonic neutralization between the nominative and the analyzed type of the accusative on analogous principles as in polish takes place only in the case of the aforementioned personal pronouns and the interrogative pronoun kuka 'who', which constitute a small island in the immensity of nominal stems which do not behave in this way (cf. the attitudes to this question in : penTTilä 1963: 149; kipArsky 2001; hAkulinen a. et al. 2004 : 1178 and the discussion in: Bielecki 2009). the question of whether such an insignificant amount has a sufficient reflection in Finnish linguistic consciousness to talk about a non-desinential accusative seems to be well motivated. In Finnish, however, the opposition between the accusative (non-desinential, of course) and the nominative seems to be maintained in a more flagrant way thanks to the separate ("already" desinential) case category called partitive. the forms of this case in the sentences with the active voice fulfill the function of the direct object, opposing (analogously to the forms of the desinential ac-cusative) systematically the forms of the nominative fulfilling the function of the subject (cf. I (3) Mies/Ø tappaa kana/a, (5) Mies/Ø ei tapa kana/a, (8) Mies/Ø tappaa kano/j/a, (9) Mies/Ø ei tapa kano/j/a). iii (21) Tapa kana/a, (23) Älä tapa kana/a, (26) Tapa kano/j/a, (27) Älä tapa kano/j/a), in which, as has been mentioned above, one asserts the occurrence only of the non-desinential accusative phonically equal to the nominative. the syntagmatic comparisons within the part of the system of sentence paradigms so far discussed seem to provide a solid confirmation for the disjointness of the two postulated morphosyntactic categories: (i) the nominative on the one hand and (ii) From the typological point of view the following property of the diathetic structure of Finnish seems extremely interesting: on the one hand in the nominative there occurs neutralization of such semantic categories as agent (the whole paradigm I) and stative (understood as: 'single actant of the intransitive verb' or 'being, entity referring to a certain state' cf. Bańczerowski et al. 1982: 221) (the whole paradigm VI). the agent and stative are opposed within the active voice (unmarked diathesis) to the category of patient, which finds its manifestations in two desinential case categories: (desinential) accusative and partitive. Such a state of affairs corresponds fundamentally to so-called accusative languages. on the other hand, however, in Finnish there occurs neutralization of the patient and stative (cf. paradigms II and III (patient) and IV and V (stative)) in the partitive, non-desinential accusative (and partially in the accusative ending in -t in the case of personal pronouns and the interrogative pronoun kuka 'who'). the morphosyntactic opposition of the patient and stative, neutralized within the unmarked diathesis in the (non-desinential) absolutive, to the agent manifested by means of the (desinential) ergative is a feature of so-called ergative languages (cf. dixon 1994: 6-9). In Finnish this kind of neutralization seems to take place as well, within the unmarked diathesis (active voice) (cf. paradigms III, IV and V) and partially within the marked diathesis (impersonal voice) (cf. paradigm II), in the desinential partitive and in the accusative, which indeed is expressed in the analyzed sentence type non-desinentially, but as has been said, its distinguishing - thanks to appropriate syntagmatic comparisons from the non-desinential nominative - does not pose any fundamental difficulty. terho Itkonen named this phenomenon inverted ergativity; the patient and stative in Finnish do not undergo neutralization in the forms of the nominative fulfilling the function of the subject, but in the case forms fulfilling the function of the direct object: (i) the lp liV (1) roBert Bielecki (non-desinential) accusative and (ii) partitive (iTkonen 1974 (iTkonen , 1975b . In the case of the sentence type represented by paradigms IV and V, in which the predicate belongs to verbum intransitivum, in comparison with the sentences with the predicate expressed in the form of verbum transitivum (paradigms II, III) , the opposition between the nominative and partitive, while maintaining, as has already been pointed out, the opposition between the nominative and the non-desinential accusative, undergoes obfuscation again (one would like to say regrettably). In order to describe the presented dependencies coherently, perhaps because of the lack of smaller syntactic categories than those regarded traditionally (cf. syntactems in Bańczerowski 1980: 122-132) , there seems to be some motivation for the distinction, which can appear quite surprising, of such a sentence part as direct object in the case of sentences without a transitive verb as well (cf. paradigms IV and V) (for example: hAkulinen l. 1926; wiik 1974). on the other hand classifying the words encoding the stative from paradigm IV or V in the category of the subject, which is no rarity in the Finnish linguistic literature (for example: hAkAnen 1972), creates a serious inconsistency, namely that in the process of assignment to the appropriate syntactic category the appropriate morphosyntactic encoding is being taken into account entirely selectively. this is because the words belonging to the non-desinential accusative and partitive sometimes fulfill the function of direct object (cf. paradigms II and III), and sometimes the function of subject (cf. paradigms IV and V). In such a situation there would seem to be some motivation for the assertion that if words like kana/Ø, (häne/t), kana/a, hän/tä, kana/t, kano/j/a from paradigm IV and V belong to the category of subject, then the same syntactic category should contain mutatis mutandis the words homophonic with them from paradigms II and III. In the Finnish linguistic literature such an approach, constituting an evident contradiction to what has been asserted previously about the syntactic function of the mentioned words in the paradigm types II and III, is not encountered; they are with full consistency treated as manifestations of direct object.
From the above description it results that in Finnish the non-desinential nominative is opposed to the desinential accusative only in such a syntagm type in which words belonging to both case categories can, constituting the argumento-predicative structure of the verb, occur in parallel (cf. for example I (1) and III (19)). the non-desinential variant (homophonic with the nominative) on the other hand seems to occur in such a syntagm type in which it is not being opposed semantically and morphosyntactically to the nominative (cf. for example II (10)) (It should be noted that in the case of the imperative mood forms in the active voice the lexicalization of the subject practically does not occur either.). the category of the accusative in Finnish seems therefore to be quite conspicuously split into two subcategories: (i) the desinential and (ii) non-desinential accusative. the syntactic contexts in which words belonging to both subcategories of this case can occur are quite different: (i) the forms of the desinential accusative qualify the transitive verb referring to the subject in the form of the nominative, while (ii) the forms of the non-desinential accusative qualify fundamentally the verb, which in such a form cannot be conjoined (or is not conjoined de facto, cf. the imperative mood) with the subject in the lexicalized form. a verb with such properties is usually assigned to the so-called impersonal voice. the specificity of the Finnish verb in this respect, however, requires further comment.
Finnish linguists have still not reached a consensus on the number of meanings which should be distinguished within the dimension of voice in reference to the finite verb. kan-gasmaa-Minn seems to assert, for example, that within the dimension of voice in Finnish only active voice occurs (kAnGAsMAA-Minn 1980: 69) . the very essence of such a solution seems to be highly doubtful: how should one know about the Finnish verb that it belongs only to the active voice, if within the analyzed aspect it would not be opposed to any other homogenous meaning? the grammatical categories emerging from the linguistic analysis must after all be oppositional entities. Such an approach, regarded as too radical, or simply internally contradictory, is a minority one in Finnish linguistics. In it the axis of the dispute is shifted rather towards the question of distinguishing the impersonal from the passive voice, or the need to speak of the latter at all. the mere fact of the occurrence of at least two meanings within the dimension of voice is not usually questioned. the semificator (grammatical marker) distinguishing the impersonal (and passive) forms from the active, morphologically unmarked, forms is the morpheme with a generalized form (it is a form not taking into account any kind of consonant or vocal alternations): (i) -TA- (for the finite verb) and (ii) -TU (for the infinite verb). the words containing these morphemes can belong to the analogous categories of tense and mood as the forms of the active voice. In the relevant simple forms there occurs the allomorph -TA-, in the composed forms the allomorph -TU, which is connected with the appropriate finite forms of the auxiliary verb olla 'to be' (for example: on tapettu in VII (45), (46) or VIII (54), (55) etc.) . In the contemporary Finnish language there seem to co-exist two, functionally different, sentence series with the predicate lexicalized by means of the finite forms of the auxiliary verb olla 'to be' and the participle of the transitive verb ending in -TU. In one of those series, revealing the fact of the concord in respect to number and person between the nominal and verbal clause, using the analogy with sentences with the active voice, does not pose any difficulty (cf. paradigm VIII). In the other series, however, it seems that the revealing of such a concord is beset with serious difficulties (cf. paradigm VII and especially its relation to II and III). In the light of the linguistic facts, however, it is difficult to deny the co-existence of two paradigm types, in spite of rather reluctant declarations by some linguists with purist inclinations in reference to the congruent series (cf. VIII) (sAAriMAA 1944; kArlsson 1977: 373-374; häkkinen 1994: 251-252) . the properties of the two sentence types analyzed here (as well as the properties of other sentence types constituting the point of departure for the analysis) entitle us to formulate the following corollaries: (i) all composed forms of the transitive verb occurring in paradigm VII, belonging naturally to the impersonal voice, are homophonic with the forms occurring in paradigm VIII belonging to the passive voice (cf. on tapettu from VII (45), (46), (47), (48), (51), (52) and VIII (54), (55), ei ole tapettu from VII (49), (50), (53) and VIII (56), (57)), (ii) the inverse dependency does not take place; not all composed verb forms belonging to the passive voice belong to the impersonal voice (cf. VIII (58) ovat tapettuja and (59) eivät ole tapettuja), (iii) co-occurrence of the syncretism between the nominative and non-desinential accusative on one hand, and between the passive and impersonal voice on the other, implies the occurrence of total syntactic homonymy in the case of the sentence type Kana on tapettu, which in exactly the same form seems to belong to different sentence paradigms: VII and VIII. In a situation where in Finnish the neutralization between the nominative and accusative and between the passive and impersonal voice, particularly univocally in the case of the composed verb forms, assumes such great dimensions, it seems probably reasonable to conclude that in the case of simple verb forms too lp liV (1) ' (cf. iTkonen 1974: 381) . If N. fulfills the function of subject occurring in the nominative, then valittiin, fulfilling the function of predicate qualifying it, belongs to the passive voice. In this place it is proper to mention a sentence type that functions to some degree, especially in official documents, in spite of numerous reservations expressed by linguists (kAnGAsMAA-Minn 1980: 59-60; sAdenieMi 1959; Vihonen 1966); namely the type Kana tapetaan miehen taholta / toimesta where the agent is lexicalized explicitly (the postpositional phrase miehen taholta / toimesta 'from the side of the man'). this fact too seems to support the assignment of the tapetaan form to the passive voice.
3. the CategoRY oF peRSon In zaBRoCkI'S theoRY the properties of the category of person in zabrocki's theory seem to emerge directly from the properties of the lingual message functioning within the framework of the communicative events.
2 the structure of the communicative events, because of its universality, seems to constitute a certain homogenous system of reference enabling analysis of every ethnic language. In the framework of the communicative event, there are ascribed to its participants properties reflected in their communicative statuses, namely the statuses of: (i) locutor (speaker, sender), (ii) allocutive (receiver, hearer, addressee) and (iii) delocutive (entity spoken of) (being neither locutor nor allocutive). the words designating the appropriate event participants can signify the appropriate communicational status, namely carry the meaning of the: (i) first, (ii) second and (iii) third person respectively. Since the structure of the communicative events provides for only three statuses for their participants, within the category of person there can be distinguished only three subcategories, namely three persons.
the fullest manifestation of the lingual message is a sentence. If the sentence does not assume a defective form because of redundancy overloading, then in its fundamental form it consists of two parts: (i) the subject in the form of a noun and (ii) the predicate in the form of a verb qualifying the noun. In the lingual message the content of the verb is deictically subordinated to a certain personal category reflecting the appropriate communicative status and lexicalized in the noun. the sentence subject to which the predication refers must, for that reason, belong to some personal category. If for example the speaker identifies the subject with himself, then the subject will belong to the first person. If the subject is identified with the receiver, then it will belong to the second person etc. In zabrocki's approach the subject is a compulsory category building up a sentence. the are no subjectless sentences. the polish sentence type Byłem w Warszawie '(I) was in warsaw' is apparently subjectless since it represents only a defective, incomplete structure, which in this form is able to function as a lingual message because the affiliation of the subject to the appropriate person is signaled by the ending -em. this ending refers to the subject in the form of the personal pronoun ja 'I' which lexically conveys the meaning of the first person. of course personal endings exist only in those languages which display grammaticalization of personal meanings.
3 In languages where personal meanings are not grammaticalized, responsibility for carrying those meanings rests with lexical units such as personal pronouns; cf. the past tense of Russian verbs: я был/Ø 'I was', ты был/Ø 'you were' etc.
the tripartite category of person - as a kind of semantic constans bound with the appropriate communicative statuses emerging from the properties of the lingual message - in zabrocki's theory is connected indissolubly not only with the category of subject or sentence as discussed above, but also with the category of diathesis, and within it with (grammatical) voice and of course case. If the speaker identifies the entity from which the action takes its source (agent) with the point of departure, namely with the subject, then we have active diathesis (for example: Mężczyzna zabija kurę 'the man is killing a hen'). If the identification refers to the entity in which the action reaches its goal (patient), then we have passive diathesis (for example: Kura jest zabijana przez mężczyznę 'the hen is being killed by the man'). the sender of the lingual statement can influence not only the locating of his point of the view in the subject in reference to the appropriate diathetically relevant semantic category (agent vs. patient), thereby regulating the voice of the verb (active vs. passive) and the cases of its arguments, but also in reference to the category of person to which he classifies both entities based on their communicative status. So, from the sentence Ja zabijam kurę 'I am killing a hen' it results that the sender makes the agent and himself the departure point, whereas from the sentence type Kura jest zabijana przeze mnie 'the hen is being killed by me' it results that the sender is the agent as well, but the departure point is the hen, toward which his action is directed. 2nd person singular, patient) . In polish or Finnish this kind of encoding within the finite verb refers only to the personal affiliation of the subject. In hungarian, on the other hand, in the active voice the finite verb possesses appropriate endings distinguishing all three persons as regards the personal affiliation of the subject (for example: lát/ok '(I) see/Ø', lát/sz '(you) see/Ø', lát/Ø '(he) see/s' etc.), but the personal distinction in reference to the direct object is manifested by means of an ending as well, although not in a complete way: only the 2nd person is opposed to the others when connected with the 1st person subject ending, for example: lát/l/ak '(I) see/Ø (you (both))' (cf. fully developed subject-predicate-object concord system in reference to the person and number in relatively closely related to hungarian ob-ugric languages: khanty and Mansi (collinder 1957: 327-328, 351-353) . In polish and Finnish the predicate shows concord only with the person of the subject, while in hungarian and ob-ugric languages this phenomenon is more developed, because the predicate manifests such concord not only with the subject, but also (partially in hungarian) with the direct object.
the ConSeQuenCeS oF zaBRoCkI'S theoRY
for the category of Voice, case and person in finnish evidence of the grammaticalization of personal meanings in Finnish seems to be given by sentences in which the predicate belongs to the active voice (cf. paradigms I, III and VI). here the verb assumes the appropriate endings referring to the personal affiliation of the subject (for example: (Minä) Tapa/n '(I) kill/Ø', (Sinä) Tapa/t '(You) kill/Ø', (Hän) Tappa/a '(he) kill/s' etc.) . also in the (not fully accepted by some purists) passive voice (cf. paradigm VIII) the appropriate ending of the auxiliary verb refers to the person of the subject (for example: (Minä) Ole/n kutsuttu '(i) am invited', (Sinä) Ole/t kutsuttu '(You) are invited', (Hän) On/Ø kutsuttu '(he) is invited' etc.). the lack of concord between the nominal and verbal phrase in the sentences from paradigm II in reference to the category of person seems in this light to be motivated by the morphosyntactic properties of both phrases of such a sentence type described in the second section. In Finnish there is no concord in reference to person between the predicate and direct object. the sentence type II (10) Kana tapetaan 'one kills (will kill) the hen' must then represent, in the framework of zabrocki's theory of person, incomplete, defective sentences, because the subject does not occur in lexicalized form. however the verb, by means of the appropriate ending (here -an), should convey the information about its personal affiliation. the meaning of which of three persons is semified (i.e. marked grammatically) by this ending cannot however be proved directly in literary Finnish, because it does not seem to be possible to complete the sentence type II (10) Kana tapetaan with an appropriate personal pronoun occurring in the nominative which conveys the personal meanings lexically. the sentences *Kana tapetaan minä, *Kana tapetaan sinä, *Kana tapetaan hän are incorrect. Some indirect linguistic facts, however, make it possible to qualify it more precisely. Firstly, the ending of the 3rd person -nsA/-Vn attached to the nominal stems can, in one of its multiple functions, convey the meaning of the possessor (for example: kana/nsa 'his / her / its hen'). this ending, attached for example to the word fulfilling the function of the direct object, not provided with any disambiguating attributes, refers to the subject of the sentence; from the sentence type Mies tappaa kana/nsa it results that the man kills (will kill) his hen, in other words the man is the possessor of the hen he kills (will kill), not anyone else from the sphere of persons or personifiable entities which can have the status of the third person in the communicative system. providing a word fulfilling the function of direct object on analogous principles in the sentence type II (10) Kana tapetaan (i.e. with the ending -nsA/-Vn) seems to be impossible because the sentences *Kana/nsa tapetaan are incorrect. the conclusion can be drawn from this that the subject who kills the hen does not belong, at least univocally, to the third person. Secondly, the words fulfilling the predicative function or so-called state adverbial in connection with the analyzed verbal forms occur in the plural, signaled among other things by the affix -i-, for example: Ol/la/an ilois/i/a 'one is gay (*gays)', Kana tape/ta/an tyytyväis/i/nä 'one kills (will kill) the hen being gay (*gays)'. this implies that the subject implied by the form tapetaan belongs rather to the plural than the singular. It is worth noticing at this stage that, considering the properties of the lingual message, the fact of the affiliation to the plural number with simultaneous prohibition of limitation of belonging only to the third person implies that the subject belongs also to the first person plural (me 'we') and/or second person plural (te 'you (both)'). If the subject belongs at least to the 1st person plural, then it can belong: (i) both to the 1st and 2nd person singular (cf. inclusive personal pronouns, for example in udmurt асьмеос 'we' = 'me and you') or (ii) both to the 1st and 3rd person singular (cf. exclusive personal pronouns, for example in udmurt ми 'we' = 'me and him'). the validity of such an interpretation seems to be corroborated in some way by the structures found in colloquial Finnish in which the forms tapetaan 'one kills (will kill)', which in the literary variety of the language belong exclusively to the impersonal voice, undergo syntactic reinterpretation to become in the colloquial language de facto forms of the active voice supplanting the hitherto existing forms of this voice bound with the pronoun of the 1st person plural (cf. literary Me tapamme kanan 'we kill (will kill) the hen' with the colloquial Me tapetaan kana 'we kill (will kill) the hen'). thirdly, the forms tapetaan 'one kills (will kill)' can be found in the inflectional paradigms of only those verbs which can possess all three personal forms in the active voice (for example: tapan 'I kill (will kill)', tapat 'you kill (will kill)', tappaa 'he kills (will kill)' etc.). Such verbs, sometimes rather metaphorically called poly-personal verbs (monipersoonaiset verbit), are opposed to the verbs which in the active voice can be bound only with the 3rd person (so-called mono-personal verbs - yksipersoonaiset verbit), for example: ukkostaa 'to thunder', kannattaa 'to be worth' etc. From the last type of verbs it is impossible to create the analyzed verbal forms: *ukkostetaan *'one thunders', *kannatetaan 'one is worth'. Such a limitation can be explained in the light of what has been said previously in the following way: verbs which can be bound with the subject in every person designate actions which can be carried out by people. to the 1st and 2nd person, if they are not used metaphorically, there can belong exclusively people. the only personal category in the non-metaphorical sense in which things can occur is the 3rd person. the verb ukkostaa 'to thunder' in the non-metaphorical sense can qualify only a subject belonging to the third person. Such a personal limitation, as has been shown, is inadmissible in the case of the analyzed Finnish verbal forms. Fourthly, for the Finnish native speaker the sentence type II (10) Kana tapetaan implies highly univocally the humanity of the non-lp liV (1) roBert Bielecki lexicalized subject, which additionally confirms what has been said earlier. Concerning the dependencies described above, in concordance with the terminology employed by zabrocki it is possible to say that the sender of the statement type II (10) Kana tapetaan locates in the subject space entities which belong to all three persons simultaneously. the speaker does not want to declare in favor of any concrete personal communicative status for them. those statuses c o a l e s c e to some extent (undergo neutralization). Following Tuo- Mikoski (1971) , some Finnish linguists in this regard qualify those forms as forms of the 4th person of the active voice, in which additionally the opposition of number has been obliterated. within zabrocki's theory of person such a notion seems to be excluded; there are only three communicative statuses, and the question of their manifestation or - as here - neutralization cannot influence in any way the ultimate number of persons. In the framework of zabrocki's theory so-called 4th person, opposed according to tuomikoski at the same taxonomic level to the remaining persons, should be rejected as internally contradictory.
5 then in this light the grammaticalization of meaning embracing all three persons simultaneously seems to be a property of the Finnish language; s u c h a m e a n i n g i s n o t c o n v e y e d i n Finnish lexi call y because it is impossible to connect these forms to any personal pronoun in the nominative case fulfilling the function of the subject (cf. however the personal reference of the French pronoun on 'one' (GreVisse 1980: 644) ). the forms tapetaan in reference to person seem to constitute the suprasignificata of the forms tapan, tapat, tappaa etc. Because of the impossibility (blocking) of the lexicalization of one of the diathetically relevant semantic categories (agent), which thus regulates the argumento-predicative structure of the sentence, and because of the morphological markedness of the analyzed verbal forms (cf. the affixes -TA- and -TU), it seems justified to speak of a separate morphosyntactic category, i.e. impersonal voice opposed to the active and passive voice. one should remember that the neutralization of personal meanings, namely the coalescence of all three communicative statues vs. their differentiation or split, is very deep in this case in the sense that the contexts where it undergoes an eventual dissolution for the sake of the differentiation of separate personal meanings (more precisely only the 3rd person) embrace only the sentence types II (10) Kana tapetaan (maybe (16) Kanat tapetaan too) and VII (45) (VIII (54)) Kana on tapettu in which the function of the nominal phrase is fulfilled by a noun not belonging to the category of personal pronoun or interrogative pronoun kuka 'who'. these structures are characterized by the syncretism of the accusative and nominative on one hand, and the impersonal and passive voice on the other. the ending types -an in II (10) and maybe (16) and -Ø in VII (45) (VIII (54)) can refer both to: (i) all three persons simultaneously (impersonal interpretation) and (ii) exclusively to the 3rd person (singular or possibly plural) (passive interpretation). as has been shown in the second section, all composed forms of transitive verbs occurring in paradigm VII belonging to the impersonal voice are homophonic with forms occurring in paradigm VIII where they belong to the passive voice. the differentiation of the appropriate voice, and consequently of the personal meaning conveyed by the verb, in a broader syntactic context does not afford any difficulties; the predicate in sentence type VII (46)-(53) semifies the impersonal meaning (then the personal meanings coalesce), while the predicate in the sentence type VIII (55)-(59) semifies the passive meaning (then the separate personal meanings undergo differentiation/split). the grammar of person in Finnish as postulated in the introduction should contain sentences which would reflect the dependencies described above.
ReCapItulatIon anD ConCluSIonS
the properties of the morphosyntactic encoding of words taking part in diathesis in Finnish which result from the relatively extensive phonic neutralization of the semic and syntactic opposition (leading in some cases to total ambiguity) seem to imply certain essential consequences for the grammar of person in that language. on the one hand in Finnish separate personal meanings undergo grammaticalization, being expressed by means of specialized personal endings. these endings make it possible to reconstruct the personal affiliation of the subject without the need to lexicalize it each time in the form of a noun or personal pronoun. on the other hand certain verbal forms seem not to be combinable (at least in literary Finnish) with a personal pronoun in the nominative fulfilling the function of subject. In accordance with zabrocki's theory of person the personal affiliation of the non-lexicalized subject in languages which grammaticalize personal meanings should be encoded in the verb. From some indirect linguistic facts it is possible to infer the corollary that in the analyzed case this affiliation embraces all three persons taken together. Such a personal meaning in Finnish is subject only to grammaticalization, because Finnish does not have a personal pronoun lexifying such a personal reference. Because of the connections foreseen by zabrocki's theory between person and diathesis - and within it, voice and case - it is possible to identify two fundamental types of phonic neutralization of the semic and syntactic opposition between verbal forms conveying the collective personal meaning (impersonal meaning) and forms conveying the meaning of the third person. In the first case the verbal forms carrying the personal meanings are indeed very often homophonic, but the wider syntactic context in which they occur makes it possible to disambiguate the personal meanings carried, for example: on tapettu from VII (46) Hänet on tapettu belongs to the collective personal meaning, whereas on tapettu from VIII (55) Hän on tapettu belongs to the 3rd person (singular). In the second case reference to such contextual support does not afford the desired effects; because of the properties of the diathetic structure of the Finnish language, on tapettu from VII (45) and VIII (54) belongs simultaneously to the collective personal meaning and to the 3rd person (singular). the sentences illustrating this kind of dependency are undoubtedly among the theorems of the grammar of person in Finnish as postulated in the introduction.
